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DSSOLVR Opens Doors To Public 
Highly anticipated brewery welcomes first guests to its downtown Asheville taproom in December. 

Asheville, N.C. — November 22nd. DSSOLVR, Downtown Asheville’s newest brewery, proudly opens its doors to the public on Friday, 
December 13th. The taproom and production facility, located at 63 N. Lexington Ave., will host a celebration from 5-10 p.m. featuring 
DSSOLVR beers on draft as well as a variety of packaged products available for both retail sale and in-house consumption.


The DSSOLVR name is widely known by virtue of an intensive pre-opening collaboration schedule, generating 36 beers across 12 
states spanning the Eastern U.S. from Maine to Miami. This prolific brewing tour has garnered diverse media attention ranging from 
beverage industry outlets such as Hop Culture Magazine and Steal This Beer podcast to nationally acclaimed periodicals including 
Forbes. While DSSOLVR has worked hard for its accolades, it’s been a labor of love for co-founders Vince Tursi and Mike Semenec.


“We’re pouring our heart and soul into this,” emphasizes Tursi. “DSSOLVR is more than just another brewery, it’s the stripped-down, 
truest version of ourselves and our weirdest ideas, expressed through the medium of fermentation.”


Tursi’s brewing background, including lead roles at Night Shift, Lord Hobo, and Burial, provides the fermentation expertise to create 
exceptional beverage products. Semenec’s marketing experience, including campaign development for New Balance, Otis 
Spunkmeyer, and the Centers for Disease Control, lays the groundwork for DSSOLVR’s sophisticated branding strategy that provides 
a solid foundation for the construction of a distinctive countercultural narrative that reflects its founders’ sensibilities. 


“The DSSOLVR brand is an adventurous exploration into surrealist concepts and imagery pulling from centuries of art history, adding a 
heavy dose of contemporary culture, and throwing in a subtle injection of psychedelic satire,” explains Semenec. “We take our beer 
very seriously so we can have as much fun as possible with the world we’re creating for our customers.”


DSSOLVR’s 24-tap bar will pour everything from hazy IPAs and sours fermented with proprietary cultures to classic English pub ales 
served on cask in a taproom capable of accommodating 231 customers. A 15 bbl brewhouse and 3 bbl pilot system with fermenters 
ranging from 3-30 bbl. populate the adjacent production floor, feeding serving tanks, a foeder room, and a barrel cellar. General 
Manager Clinton Walker plans to create a culture catering to novices and connoisseurs alike, leveraging Tursi’s eclectic portfolio to 
satisfy a broad community of beverage enthusiasts.


“We’re gonna blow some minds, change some minds, and bring folks into the craft beer fold who may have felt excluded,” says 
Walker. “We want to open doors to the curious, but we also want the nerdiest of the nerdy to nerd out here.”


DSSOLVR will expand its fermentation experiments to encompass mead, wine, ciders and beyond. While draft and package 
distribution outside of the Asheville area will be limited to locales in which DSSOLVR is participating in collaborations or events, 16-
ounce cans and 500 milliliter bottles sold in-house will allow visitors to engage with DSSOLVR’s ethos and aesthetic in beverage form.


“It’s been a long time coming, but we’re thrilled to finally show our Asheville neighbors what we’ve been up to.” Tursi states. “I feel like 
DSSOLVR is unique, and I hope that we’re going to break down walls and change the way people think about what a brewery can be.”


About DSSOLVR 

DSSOLVR is more than just another secret society — DSSOLVR is an experimentation-driven clearing house for surrealist beverage 
concepts and design aesthetics standing in opposition to the boring beverage conspiracy. Conceived by Vince Tursi and Mike 
Semenec to embody the nexus of art and fermentation, DSSOLVR represents the apotheosis of craft beverages as an expression of 
creative intent. With a portfolio including the broadest possible spectrum of handcrafted potables, DSSOLVR is an entirely unique 
concept that seamlessly blends science, story, and psychedelia into a cohesive whole utterly unlike anything that has ever existed. 
Learn more at https://www.dssolvr.com.com and https://www.instagram.com/dssolvr/?hl=en
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